
WE MAKE IT COUNT



Retail Insights



About BibeCoffee

BibeCoffee has created an real time
monitoring solution that transforms
every professional coffee machine to
a smart connected terminal, providing
all available data.

With an innovative hardware device and easy to use platform,
BibeCoffee comes to streamline the way Coffee Distributors,
Coffee Makers and Chains work and operate; guaranteeing that
high quality coffee is always served without compromises.



The Coffee Intelligence Path

Billions are invested to achieve high coffee quality, reinventing all 
production stages 

?



The Need - Monitor all Coffee Machines anytime  

The loss of revenue results from 
the lack of data.

Consequently, it is difficult to 
reduce costs, since if something 
cannot be quantified, it cannot 
be optimized.



The Problem

Brand & Quality damage through the
mixture of lower quality coffee 

Along with wrong brewing methods

Maintenance Inefficiency. No 
idea on coffee machine status 

Revenue Loss



The Brand Damage Problem

”After the first sip of a bad coffee,

40% of the customers will subliminally

look at the coffee brand signage”

Source: https://cbi.eu



Third Wave of Coffee Sophistication Trends

Increasing demand of quality coffee to be served anywhere.

70% of the coffee shops over the last three years claim that 
their main differentiator is the coffee quality.

“Searches on Pinterest for 
third-wave, coffee shops have
increased by a 283% this year”

Maggie McCracken BRIT+CO

Specialty drinkers consumed
2.97 cups of coffee per day in 
2017, an increase from 2.24
cups in 2001”

Simran Sethi, Forbes  

“Only 9% of U.S. adults were
drinking specialty coffee daily in 
1999. In 2017, that number hit
41%”

Simran Sethi, Forbes  



Roasters 
& 

Distributors

Customer Types
“Lacking consumption 
data (Loss of Revenue)”

“Need Leased Coffee 
machines predictive 
maintenance”

Coffee Chains

“Need to streamline our 
business with real time 
statistics, consumption 
figures and maintenance 
forecasting” 

“We need to have our new 
coffee machines 
“telemetry enabled”, as 
per our Client’s requests” Coffee  Machines



BibeCoffee 
Device

Any Coffee Machine
User Interface
Web & App (iOS & Android)Cloud Server 

BI & Analytics

Actual coffee production is measured on every Coffee Machine, giving
results on all important data, minimizing revenue loss and malfunctions.

Coffee Machine Agnostic  

The Solution



Platform & Commercial App



SuperAutomatic
(Bean2Cup)

Automatic
(Traditional) 

Connecting the Coffee World

One Platform 
Aggregator

Technology is paving the way for businesses to stay agile and innovative, scale up in a cost-effective 
and efficient way, and reimagine both their customer experiences and employee interactions



Thank You!

Happy to show you more!
Info@bibecoffee.com | www.bibecoffee.com

Athens 40 Ag. Konstantinou Str., Marousi, 15124 Greece
London 7 Bell Yard, WC2A2JR, United Kingdom


